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Following publication of the original article (Fu and
Jin 2020), the author identified there are three mistakes
of names in the Reference and Acknowledgement sections, we list both of the incorrect and the correct author names below, the original paper has been updated.
In References:
Wu, Weng. 2004. Xihu fengjing mingsheng qu de lishi
yange yu fazhan yanjiu (1949–2004) [The Study of the
Development of the West Lake Scenic Area (1949–
2004)]. Master’s thesis, Tsinghua University, China.
It should be:
Wu, Wen. 2004. Xihu fengjing mingsheng qu de lishi
yange yu fazhan yanjiu (1949–2004) [The Study of the
Development of the West Lake Scenic Area (1949–
2004)]. Master’s thesis, Tsinghua University, China.
Zhou, Xiang. 2005. Guangzhou chengshi xingtai yanjin
[Urban Form Evolution of Guangzhou]. Beijing: China
Architecture and Building Press.
It should be:
Zhou, Xia. 2005. Guangzhou chengshi xingtai yanjin
[Urban Form Evolution of Guangzhou]. Beijing: China
Architecture and Building Press.
In Acknowledgements:
We appreciated Mr. Baohai for providing two valuable
interviews.

It should be:
We appreciated Mr. Bao Haihan for providing two
valuable interviews.
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